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GE 6 R-EC
Giraffe® wall and ceiling sander
Order no. 530900
GTIN 4030293247406

Technical data
Power consumption 500 W
Voltage 230 V
Frequency 50/60 Hz
Backing pad diameter 225 mm
No-load speed 1100 - 1680 rpm
Head angle of inclination 160°
Tool holder, wall and ceiling sander hook and loop
Cable length 5.0 m
Length 1520 mm
Weight 2.84 kg

 
Standard equipment
1 Carrying bag (532234)

 b Light weight: Carbon is a very light material, making the wall and ceiling 
sander’s overall weight much lighter. This reduces the stress on the user and 
minimises fatigue during sanding over longer periods

 b This unusually light machine offers unique user comfort. The wall and ceiling 
sander is optimally balanced, which enables perfect guidance as the weight 
is evenly distributed across the sander. Extremely pleasant to handle thanks 
to the ergonomically-shaped carbon guide tube and the soft grip insert on 
the main handle and the spade handle

 b A very flat, gimbal-mounted sanding head with a swivel range of 160° en-
ables high flexibility and optimum adjustment when sanding on walls and 
ceilings. Another plus point in the shape of the highly-developed planetary 
gears in the sanding head delivers vibration-free running for perfect surface 
sanding

 b The sanding head with the innovative backing pad adapts very well to the 
surface being sanded, and delivers a noticeably improved sanding feel. The 
great flexibility of the Giraffe® means that no unnecessary pressure needs to 
be applied in order to achieve optimum results

 b Segment sanding head with rotatable edge segment. This allows the sand-
ing of surface transitions from wall to wall and wall to ceiling. The head’s 
rotation follows the movement of the machine, without interruption of work.

 b Brushless motor with greater efficiency and a longer service life
 b Variable speed, levels from 1-6 with Power Control LED indicator 
 b The innovative, textile transport system allows the machine and accessories 

to be transported effortlessly. The Giraffe® does not have to be mounted 
and is immediately ready for use

 b According to the assortment of sanding paper ideally suited for sanding 
plaster boards, solid styropor insulation slabs, preparation for painting

 b Very flexible thanks to an optional 500 mm extension (accessory) for high 
rooms, can be attached without any tools

 b Effective dust extraction from between the brush ring and the sanding 
pad prevents clogging of the abrasive and promotes a dust-free working 
environment

 b Connection option for the FLEX safety vacuum cleaners with flow rate 
optimisation on the guide tube with the FLEX clip system, anti-static in 
conjunction with an antistatic suction hose.

 b Dust-proof on/off switch


